
Area of shapes proofs (circle, triangle, parallelogram)

1. Proof of the area of a circle

Here is a proof of the area of a circle to satisfy the usual questions teachers get all the time when 
introducing the formula to find the area of a circle: A = Pi × r2 

" Where did you get that from ? " or " Why is the area of a circle Pi times radius squared ? " 
We start our proof by having you look at the following figures:

Did you notice that as we went from 4 sides to 8 sides, the area outside the circle, but inside the square 
shrank considerably? This is illustrated below in brown

Now if we keep increasing the number of sides to a very very big number ( call the resulting polygon an
 n-gon), this space will be so small, it will look like the circle is the same as the n-gon with a lot of sides
Keep this fact in mind since we will refer back to it later!
Now, consider the following figure. Hang on! we are halfway of completing the proof of the area of a 
circle :
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The area of triangle AOB is 1/2 ( base × height) = 1/2 (s × r)
However, we can make 8 such triangles inside the octagon as show below: 

This means that the area of the entire octagon is 8 ×( 1/2 (s × r)) = 1/2 r × 8s
Notice that 8s is equal to the perimeter of the octagon

As stated before, if we increase the number of sides to infinity or a very big number, the resulting n-gon 
( The regular polygon which number of sides is a big number) will will almost look like a circle
This means that the perimeter of the octagon will almost be the same as the perimeter of the circle 

As a result, the closer the perimeter of the polygon is to the circle, the closer the area of the polygon is to 
the area of the circle 
It is reasonable then to replace 8s by 2 × pi × r, which is the perimeter of the circle, to calculate the area 
of the polygon or the circle when the number of sides is very big

Doing so we get:  Area of circle or polygon equal = 1/2 r × 2 × pi × r = pi × r2 
Proof of the area of the circle has come to completion. 
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2. Proof of the area of a triangle

A good way to start off with the proof of the area of a triangle is to use the area of a rectangle to quickly 
derive the area of a right triangle. 

Start with a rectangle ABCD and let h be the height and b be the base as shown below:

The area of this rectangle is b × h

However, if we draw a diagonal from one vertex, it will break the rectangle into two congruent or equal 
triangles

The area of each triangle is half the area of the rectangle. For example, the area of triangle ABC is 1/2(b 
× h) Does that make sense? 

Although it does make sense, the proof is incomplete because triangle ABC is a right triangle or what we 
can also call a special triangle

How do we know the formula is going to work for any triangle, such as isosceles, equilateral, or scalene 
triangles?
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If we can prove that the formula is the same for any arbitrary triangle such as a scalene triangle which 
has nothing particular about it, then it will work for special triangles such as isosceles, equilateral, or right 
triangle 

So, let us start this time with a scalene triangle ABC which has nothing special bout it

Then, draw the height from vertex B and label it as you see below:

area of triangle ABC = area of triangle ABE + area of triangle CBE

area of triangle ABC = (y × h)/2 + (x × h)/2 

area of triangle ABC = (y × h + x × h)/2 

area of triangle ABC = h ×(y + x)/2 

Notice that y + x is the length of the base of triangle ABC.
Thus, it is ok to say that y + x = b
Therefore, area of triangle ABC = (h × b)/2 
Proof of the area of a triangle has come to completion. Any questions? Contact me
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3. Proof of the area of a parallelogram
Start your proof of the area of a parallelogram by drawing a parallelogram ABCD

Then, draw heights from vertices D and C to Segment AB. You may have to extend segment AB as you 
draw the height from C

Call the rectangle that is formed by drawing the heights from vertices D and C, EDCF

The proof is not complicated. We already know that the area of the rectangle is equal to base times height
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Therefore, if we can show that we can play with parallelogram ABCD to make rectangle EDCF, we are 
done.In this case, area of parallelogram ABCD must equal area of rectangle EDCF
What we are trying to do is illustrated below:

Carefully look at the figure again. Do you think that triangle ADE is the same as triangle FCB?

If this is really the case, you coud just cut triangle ADE and place it over triangle FCB until they coincide 
and here we go!

You had just made your rectangle by cutting triangle ADE from the parallelogram ABCD

And again, if you can do that, both the parallelogram and the rectangle must have the same area

All we have to do now is to show that triangle ADE is the same as triangle FCB and we are done!

Both triangles are right triangles, so if we can show that two sides are the same, the last side must be the 
same according to the Pythagorean Theorem and both triangles will therefore be the same

In parallelogram ABCD, segment AD = segment BC because in a parallelogram opposite sides are equal

In rectangle, EDCF, segment ED = segment FC because in a rectangle opposite sides are equal

We have found two sides that are equal! We are done with the whole proof

Proof of the area of a parallelogram has come to completion. Any questions? Contact me
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Base angles theorem

The base angles theorem states that if the sides of a triangle are congruent (Isosceles triangle)then the 
angles opposite these sides are congruent

Start with the following isosceles triangle. The two equal sides are shown with one red mark and the 
angles opposites to these sides are also shown in red

The strategy is to draw the perpendicular bisector from vertex C to segment AB
Then use SAS postulate to show that the two triangles formed are congruent
If the two triangles are congruent, then corresponding angles to will be congruent

Draw the perpendicular bisector from C

Since angle C is bisected, 

angle (x) = angle (y)
Segment AC = segment BC ( This one was given)
Segment CF = segment CF (Common side is the same for both triangle ACF and triangle BCF)
Triangles ACF and triangle BCF are then congruent by SAS or side-angle-side 

In other words, by 

AC-angle(x)-CF 
and 
BC-angle(y)-CF 
Since triangle ACF and triangle BCF are congruent, angle A = angle B
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Proofs related to triangles (angle sum theory,  triangle inequality, base angles)
1. Proof of the angle sum theorem

Angle sum theorem: The angle measures in any triangles add up to 180 degrees 

Key concept: Alternate interior angles are equal. We will accept this fact without a proof

The figure above shows two pairs of alternate interior angles. 
For the pair in red, angle 1 = angle 2. For the pair in blue, angle 3 = angle 4
Now, take a close look at the figure below. I claim that angle x is equal to 85 degrees so the sum is 180 
degrees

To see why this is so, draw a line parallel to AC at vertex B
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Angle a = 65 degrees because it alternates with the angle inside the triangle that measures 65 degrees
Angle b = 30 degrees because it alternates with the angle inside the triangle that measures 30 degrees
Looking at the figure again, it is easy to see why angle x is 85.
Since the 65 degrees angle, the angle x, and the 30 degrees angle make a straight line together, the sum 
must be 180 degrees

Since, 65 + angle x + 30 = 180, angle x must be 85
This is not a proof yet. This just shows that it works for one specific example

Proof of the angle sum theorem:

Start with the following triangle with arbitrary values for the angles:

Since angle a, angle b, and angle c make a straight line,
angle a + angle b + angle c = 180 degrees

Since alternate interior angles are equal, angle a = angle x and angle b = angle y

Therefore, angle x + angle y + angle c = 180 degrees 

2. Triangle inequality theorem proof

Before you understand the triangle inequality theorem proof, you need to review the triangle inequality 
theorem and understand the shortest distance theorem.

Shortest distance theorem:
The shortest distance from a point p to a line s is the line perpendicular to s and passing through p
This is illustrated below. As you can see the shortest distance is segment PR and this is shown in blue. 
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Any other segments such as segment PF or segment PO ( shown in red) is longer. 
You have to understand this theorem before trying to comprehend the proof about triangle inequality 
theorem

Now here is the proof:
Draw any triangle ABC and the line perpendicular to BC passing through vertex A. (This is shown in blue)

Now prove that BA + AC > BC
BE is the shortest distance from vertex B to AE

This means that BA > BE
By the same token, 
CE is the shortest distance from C to AE
This means that AC > CE

Let us put it all together:
BA > BE and
AC > CE
Add the left side and add the right of the inequalities. This gives:
BA + AC > BE + CE
Now, notice that BE + CE = BC
Therefore, BA + AC > BC

Now, starting with the same triangle, draw the line perpendicular to AC passing through vertex B. (This is 
shown in blue)

Prove that BA + BC > AC
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AE is the shortest distance from vertex A to BE
This means that BA > AE
By the same token, 
CE is the shortest distance from C to BE
This means that BC > CE
Let us put it all together:
BA > AE and
BC > CE
Add the left side and add the right of the inequalities. This gives:
BA + BC > AE + CE
Now, notice that AE + CE = AC

Therefore, BA + BC > AC

Now, here is your exercise: Try to prove that AC + BC > AB

3. Base angles theorem

The base angles theorem states that if the sides of a triangle are congruent (Isosceles triangle)then the 
angles opposite these sides are congruent

Start with the following isosceles triangle. The two equal sides are shown with one red mark and the 
angles opposites to these sides are also shown in red

The strategy is to draw the perpendicular bisector from vertex C to segment AB
Then use SAS postulate to show that the two triangles formed are congruent
If the two triangles are congruent, then corresponding angles to will be congruent
Draw the perpendicular bisector from C
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Since angle C is bisected, angle (x) = angle (y)
Segment AC = segment BC ( This one was given)
Segment CF = segment CF (Common side is the same for both triangle ACF and triangle BCF)
Triangles ACF and triangle BCF are then congruent by SAS or side-angle-side 
In other words, by 

AC-angle(x)-CF and BC-angle(y)-CF 
Since triangle ACF and triangle BCF are congruent, angle A = angle B

Pythagorean theorem

The Pythagorean Theorem was named after famous Greek mathematician Pythagoras

It is an important formula that states the following:

In any right triangle,
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Let c be the length of the longest side, called hypotenuse
Let a and b be the length of the other two sides, called legs

The theorem states that the length of the hypotenuse squared is equal to the length of side a squared and 
the length of side b squared

Written as an equation,  c2 = a2 + b2

Thus, given two sides, the third side can be found using the formula
We will illustrate with examples

Before proceeding, you should know How to find the square root of a number and how to solve equations 
using subtraction

Exercises #1
Let a = 3 and b = 4. Find c, or the longest side
c2 = a2 + b2

c2 = 32 + 42

c2= 9 + 16
c2 = 25
c = √25
The sign (√) means square root
c = 5
Exercises #2 Let c = 10 and a = 8. Find b, or the other leg.
c2 = a2 + b2

102 = 82 + b2

100 = 64 + b2

100 - 64 = 64 - 64 + b2 (minus 64 from both sides to isolate b2 )
36 = 0 + b2

36 = b2

b = √36 = 6
Let c = 13 and b = 5. Find a
c2 = a 2+ b2

132 = a2 + 52

169 = a2 + 25
169 - 25 = a2 + 25-25
144 = a2 + 0
144 = a2

a = √144 = 12
 

General:

Reflexive Property
A quantity is congruent (equal) to itself.  a = a 
Symmetric Property
If a = b, then b = a.
Transitive Property
If a = b and b = c, then a = c.
Addition Postulate
If equal quantities are added to equal quantities, the sums are equal.
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Subtraction Postulate
If equal quantities are subtracted from equal quantities, the differences are equal.
Multiplication Postulate
If equal quantities are multiplied by equal quantities, the products are equal.  (also Doubles of equal 
quantities are equal.)
Division Postulate
If equal quantities are divided by equal nonzero quantities, the quotients are equal. (also Halves of equal 
quantities are equal.)
Substitution Postulate
A quantity may be substituted for its equal in any expression.
Partition Postulate
The whole is equal to the sum of its parts.
Also:  Betweeness of Points:  AB + BC = AC
Angle Addition Postulate:  m<ABC + m<CBD = m<ABD
Construction
Two points determine a straight line.
 
Construction
From a given point on (or not on) a line, one and only one perpendicular can be drawn to the line.
Angles:
 

Right Angles
All right angles are congruent.
 
Straight Angles
All straight angles are congruent.
 
Congruent Supplements
Supplements of the same angle, or congruent angles, are congruent.
Congruent Complements
Complements of the same angle, or congruent angles, are congruent. 
Linear Pair
If two angles form a linear pair, they are supplementary.
 
Vertical Angles
Vertical angles are congruent.
 
Triangle Sum
The sum of the interior angles of a triangle is 180º.
 
Exterior Angle
The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the measures of the two non-
adjacent interior angles.
The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either non-adjacent interior angle.
Base Angle Theorem
(Isosceles Triangle)
If two sides of a triangle are congruent, the angles opposite these sides are congruent.
Base Angle Converse
(Isosceles Triangle)
If two angles of a triangle are congruent, the sides opposite these angles are congruent.
Triangles:
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Side-Side-Side (SSS) Congruence
If three sides of one triangle are congruent to three sides of  another triangle, then the triangles are 
congruent.
Side-Angle-Side (SAS) Congruence
If two sides and the included angle of one triangle are congruent to the corresponding parts of another 
triangle, the triangles are congruent.
Angle-Side-Angle (ASA) Congruence
If two angles and the included side of one triangle are congruent to the corresponding parts of another 
triangle, the triangles are congruent.
Angle-Angle-Side (AAS) Congruence
If two angles and the non-included side of one triangle are congruent to the corresponding parts of 
another triangle, the triangles are congruent.
Hypotenuse-Leg (HL) Congruence (right triangle)
If the hypotenuse and leg of one right triangle are congruent to the corresponding parts of another right 
triangle, the two right triangles are congruent.
CPCTC
Corresponding parts of congruent triangles are congruent.
Angle-Angle (AA) Similarity
If two angles of one triangle are congruent to two angles of another triangle, the triangles are similar.
SSS for Similarity
If the three sets of corresponding sides of two triangles are in proportion, the triangles are similar.
SAS for Similarity
If an angle of one triangle is congruent to the corresponding angle of another triangle and the lengths of 
the sides including these angles are in proportion, the triangles are similar.
Side Proportionality
If two triangles are similar, the corresponding sides are in proportion.
Mid-segment Theorem
(also called mid-line)
The segment connecting the midpoints of two sides of a triangle is parallel to the third side and is half as 
long.
Sum of Two Sides
The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle must be greater than the third side

Longest Side
In a triangle, the longest side is across from the largest angle.
In a triangle, the largest angle is across from the longest side.
Altitude Rule
The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle is the mean proportional between the segments into 
which it divides the hypotenuse. 
Leg Rule
Each leg of a right triangle is the mean proportional between the hypotenuse and the projection of the leg 
on the hypotenuse.
Parallels:

Corresponding Angles
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then the pairs of corresponding angles are congruent.
Corresponding Angles Converse
If two lines are cut by a transversal and the corresponding angles are congruent, the lines are parallel.
Alternate Interior Angles
 
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then the alternate interior angles are congruent.
Alternate Exterior Angles
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, then the alternate exterior angles are congruent.
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Interiors on Same Side
If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the interior angles on the same side of the transversal are 
supplementary.
Alternate Interior Angles 
Converse
If two lines are cut by a transversal and the alternate interior angles are congruent, the lines are parallel.
Alternate Exterior Angles
Converse
If two lines are cut by a transversal and the alternate exterior angles are congruent, the lines are parallel.
Interiors on Same Side Converse
If two lines are cut by a transversal and the interior angles on the same side of the transversal are 
supplementary, the lines are parallel.

 
Quadrilaterals:

Parallelograms
 
 
 

About Sides
 

* If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the opposite
   sides are parallel.
* If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the opposite
   sides are congruent.

About Angles
* If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the opposite
   angles are congruent.
* If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the
   consecutive angles are supplementary.

About Diagonals
* If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the diagonals
   bisect each other.
* If a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the diagonals
   form two congruent triangles.
Parallelogram Converses
 

About Sides
 

* If both pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral
   are parallel, the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
* If both pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral
   are congruent, the quadrilateral is a
   parallelogram.

About Angles
* If both pairs of opposite angles of a quadrilateral
   are congruent, the quadrilateral is a 
   parallelogram.
* If the consecutive angles of a quadrilateral are
 supplementary, the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

About Diagonals
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* If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each
   other, the quadrilateral is a 
   parallelogram.
* If the diagonals of a quadrilateral form two
   congruent triangles, the quadrilateral is a
   parallelogram.
Parallelogram
If one pair of sides of a quadrilateral is BOTH parallel and congruent, the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
Rectangle
If a parallelogram has one right angle it is a rectangle
A parallelogram is a rectangle if and only if its diagonals are congruent.
A rectangle is a parallelogram with four right angles.
Rhombus
A rhombus is a parallelogram with four congruent sides.
If a parallelogram has two consecutive sides congruent, it is a rhombus.
A parallelogram is a rhombus if and only if each diagonal bisects a pair of opposite angles.
A parallelogram is a rhombus if and only if the diagonals are perpendicular.
Square
A square is a parallelogram with four congruent sides and four right angles.
A quadrilateral is a square if and only if it is a rhombus and a rectangle.
Trapezoid
A trapezoid is a quadrilateral with exactly one pair of parallel sides.
Isosceles Trapezoid
An isosceles trapezoid is a trapezoid with congruent legs.
A trapezoid is isosceles if and only if the base angles are congruent
A trapezoid is isosceles if and only if the diagonals are congruent
If a trapezoid is isosceles, the opposite angles are supplementary.
Circles:

Radius
In a circle, a radius perpendicular to a chord bisects the chord and the arc.
In a circle, a radius that bisects a chord is perpendicular to the chord.

In a circle, the perpendicular bisector of a chord passes through the center of the circle.
If a line is tangent to a circle, it is perpendicular to the radius drawn to the point of tangency.
Chords
In a circle, or congruent circles, congruent chords are equidistant from the center. (and converse)

In a circle, or congruent circles, congruent chords have congruent arcs. (and converse0
In a circle, parallel chords intercept congruent arcs
In the same circle, or congruent circles, congruent central angles have congruent chords (and converse)
Tangents
Tangent segments to a circle from the same external point are congruent
Arcs
In the same circle, or congruent circles, congruent central angles have congruent arcs. (and converse)
Angles
An angle inscribed in a semi-circle is a right angle.
In a circle, inscribed angles that intercept the same arc are congruent.

The opposite angles in a cyclic quadrilateral are supplementary
In a circle, or congruent circles, congruent central angles have congruent arcs.
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